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I can detail what it means to be calm, creative,

engaged and respectful and say why those values are

important.

I can imagine different situations and describe what I

am thinking or imagining.

I complete tasks by finding information myself.

I know how to explain my feelings about something to

my team.

I can detail 5 Big Ideas.

I can describe 5 Future Yous.
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I can explain some of my personal values (these are

values that I have thought hard about and I know lead to

the best way to live) and I link them to possible careers

I develop ideas by considering different perspectives

both in school and in wider life.

I create and implement strategic plans to solve complex

problems and assess their success.

I reflect on my own leadership style and adapt my

approach according to my situation.

I can detail some Big Ideas from subjects that I am not

studying for GCSE qualifications.

I use my knowledge of Future Yous to decide on my next

steps and create a CV that highlights my personal

values, skills and interests.

I can detail my character strengths and link these to a

range of future careers.

I generate ideas by combining different concepts.

I create solutions for complex problems by generating a

range of options.

I support others by motivating them.

I can detail some of the Big Ideas from all of the different

subjects I have studied in school.

I can describe 15 Future Yous and have an awareness of

the qualifications that would be needed.

I can detail decent human values that should be

respected, and some that should be challenged.

I generate new ideas or ideas to improve something by

asking myself questions.

I explore problems by creating different possible

solutions.

I manage time and share resources to support

completing tasks.

I can detail 10 Big Ideas from Years 7 & 8.

I can describe 10 Future Yous.
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